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Chapter 1 : Suzuki Samurai Engine Swap Kit
See why rocky road is the leader in suzuki samurai engine conversion systems and pick up your 1600 swap kit
today!!! samurai 1.6 engine swap info. over the years there has been a great deal of interest in the 1600 engine
swap for the samurai. there are no modifications required to the intake, exhaust or wiring systems.Looking for
more power? a common engine swap is to swap out the suzuki samurai 1.3l engine for a 1.6l engine from a
suzuki sidekick or geo tracker. suzuki 1.6l facts: the 1.6l is a fuel injected engine and never came with a
carburetor the 8-valve 1.Rocky road has various samurai engine conversions, rebuild kits, and parts to upgrade
your samurai engine. 1600cc engine swap from sidekick or geo tracker. the easiest engine swap on the market.
get a "big block" for your samurai. axis power&reg; vw diesel swap kits. yes, this is the system as seen on a
little known suzuki factory part Rocky-road outfitter - samurai engine they sell kits to swap in sidekick/tracker
1.6l (easiest engine swap), volkswagen standard & turbo diesel engines and they even chevy 4.3l v6 which
makes most sense if you want 4wd tire spinning power but the 1.6l or diesel would be alot better choice.Topic:
best samurai engine swap? poll inside! about zukiworld online: we are an enthusiast web site dedicated to the
promotion of the suzuki automobile as the best and most capable vehicle on the planet. we offer product
reviews, tech tips, diy, travel and adventure, forum, technical information, life style, and so much more! This
adapter kit will work on 1.6 8v and 1.6 16 valve suzuki sidekick or tracker motors petroworks also specializes
in doing these swaps. we are the only company that installs a california bar (bureau of automotive repair)
approved motor swap with our turnkey 1.6 conversions (call 800-952-8915 for more information).Save suzuki
samurai engine conversion to get e-mail alerts and updates on your ebay feed. + items in search results. find
the right parts for your suzuki samurai. 1991 suzuki samurai with 22r toyota engine and toyota drive train read
discripti see more like this. suzuki samurai performance engine motor weber header. refurbished. $2,599.99.
Suzuki lightning conversion's complete kit includes a crated 4.3 vortec fuel-injected v6 with computer, 700r4
automatic transmission, engine and transmission mounts, all brackets and engine Acme adapters is the place
that gives you everything you need to know in order to make a suzuki samurai turbo diesel, a suzuki sidekick
turbo diesel or a geo tracker turbo diesel using any volkswagan 4-cylinder water cooled family of engines. that
means you can swap any 4 cylinder vw engine into your suzuki samurai, sidekick, geo tracker or even have a
toyota turbo diesel pick-up truck.Engine rebuild and performance; engine upgrade and performance shop by
suzuki samurai 1.6l engine swap adapter kit (seu-16sk, seu-16sk-hdmm) 4 you have found it. this kit adapts
the popular 1.6l sidekick, tracker, vitara engine to the suzuki samurai 5 speed manual transmission and
includes all brackets needed to mount in your suzuki
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